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chapter XVII
THE JAPANESE
difficulty that the Western   traveller in Japan
experiences in understanding the national character is
largely due to the fact that the people of Nippon have a
dual existence—and the two existences are miles apart.
It is only a little more than sixty years ago that the secluded
island race abandoned an uninterrupted period of primitive
but cultured feudalism to adopt a Western civilization with all
its mental, physical and technical complications. Unremitting
study, unceasing sacrifice, and sheer determination have brought
Japan to her present world position. It is an error to suppose
that she merely imitated either the Chinese in the past or the
West in later years. She adopted grafting the new upon the old.
As in the case with trees, the grafted shoots bear fruit different
from that of the other branches, but it is the original root that
nourishes both.
Results of this dual existence are apparent to every observer.
The pride with which the Japanese man dons foreign dress is
only equalled by the satisfaction with which, his day's work over,
he discards it. Ministers of State, military authorities, men of
business, students, and school-children who pass their days
seated on chairs or on benches with desks before them, sink with
relief upon the floor at the first opportunity of relaxation. The
late Prime Minister in his hours of leisure adopts the courtly
dress of three centuries ago and performs the stately ceremonial
• of classic archery in which it is a matter of indifference whether
the arrow hits the target so long as the complicated preliminary
formalities are followed.
The financial magnate on his return from business, seated
at ease upon the floor, traces with a brush upon ivory-tinted paper
examples of caligraphy so intricate as almost to be indecipherable
and so profound in meaning as to be often quite unintelligible to
Western minds. Under a grotesque pine tree, the branches of
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